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ABSTRACT 

LASER IONIZATION STUDIES OF 

SUPERSONIC SEMICONDUCTOR CLUSTERS 

BY 

YUAN LIU 

Cold silicon and germanium clusters have been produced in a 

supersonic molecular beam by laser vaporization of a silicon or 

germanium rod. The cluster beam is characterized by laser ionization 

studies and time of flight mass analysis. Both large Si and Ge clusters 

are found to have similar fragmentation patterns. They fisson into 

stable subunits rather than lose atoms sequentially. Two-color stepwise 

ionization experiments reveal that large Si and Ge clusters have an 

intermediate state with a lifetime of approximately 100 ns, thereby 

establishing the feasibility of resonant two photon ionization (R2PI) 

spectroscopy on these clusters. 
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INTRODUCTION 

/1 ) 
Clustersv ' represent an aggregated state of matter, sometimes 

termed the "fifth state of matter", having properties ranging from those 

of gas phase molecules to those of the bulk condensed state. Cluster 

research provides data which bridge the gap between atomic and molecular 

physics on the one hand, and solid state physics on the other. 

Investigations into the formation and properties of increasingly larger 

clusters offer a convenient way of studying the molecular details of the 

collective effects responsible for phase transitions (nucléation 

phenomena), development of surfaces, and the formation of the condensed 

state in both metallic and nonmetal lie systems. The surface-cluster 

analogy also presents a good model for the catalytic processes in both 

molecular detail and physical basis. 

During the last few years an effective new technique for the 

production and study of cold, isolated clusters has been developed using 

laser vaporization and supersonic expansion followed by laser ionization 

and time-of-flight mass spectroscopy. Such cold, isolated clusters are 

ideal models for fundamental spectroscopic studies. The initial work 

using this new technique focused on metal clusters. Extensive research 

on high boiling point metal clusters produced by laser vaporization 

has been carried out for the purpose of studying the nature of metal- 

metal bonds, the evolution of metallic properties as a function of 

cluster size, and the catalytic processes which occur at the metal 

surface. Spectroscopic studies of small clusters, such as Cr2, Mo2, V2, 

and Ni2, demonstrated the importance of 3d (and 4d) electrons in the 



d 

(2) 
metal-metal bond in Crg» Mog, and Vg. 

It is the purpose of this work to explore the nature of 

semiconductor clusters using this new technique. The intent is to study 

both bare semiconductor clusters (Si, Ge, GaAs, etc.), and these 

clusters reacted with hydrogen (to tie up any dangling bonds, modeling 

the environmental effects at semiconductor surfaces). Ultimately, 

clusters contaminated with other atoms to mimic interactions that can 

occur at semiconductor material interfaces as well as bulk impurity 

defect sites will be studied. The aim is to obtain information on 

electronic structure and geometry of those semiconductor molecules or 

clusters and to follow the evolution of semiconductor properties as a 

function of the cluster size. 

In this thesis, chapter one describes the semiconductor cluster 

experimental setup. Chapter two presents and discusses the initial 

experimental results that have been obtained so far for silicon and 

germanium. Further spectroscopic studies of larger clusters requires a 

high resolution CW dye laser which has been developed and is described 

in chapter three 
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CHAPTER ONE 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SUPERSONIC SEMICONDUCTOR CLUSTERS 

1.1. Introduction 

Gas phase cluster studies were first reported by Schumacher et al. 

using a hot-oven source combined with a supersonic expansion and 

photoionization techniques to obtain information on electronic 

structures and ionization thresholds for small sodium and potassium 

clusters^, since then, many works have extended cluster research to 

other elements in the periodic table^. Recently, laser vaporization 

has been introduced and has proved to have a number of advantages over 

the hot-oven technique in cluster research. It considerably simplifies 

the design and construction of experimental apparatus, eliminates the 

contamination problem which plagues use of ovens at very high 

temperature, and easily and reliably produces clusters from high boiling 

point materials* 

Laser multiphoton ionization (MPI) was predicted by Bunkin and 

Prokhorov in 1964^), and the first direct observation was reported by 

Vornon and Delone (1965) in xenon atoms^. The early studies of the MPI 

process were mainly confined to ionization of noble gases with high 

intensity ruby lasers. Works done by Johnson and co-workers on NO^, 

and by Dalby and co-workers on Ij^» both in 1975, demonstrated MPI as 

a new spectroscopic tool, A great 3tep forward in two-laser resonant two 

photon ionization (R2PI) was made by Letokhov and co-workers on two-step 

laser ionization of formaldehyde in 1977^. After that, laser 
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ionization, especially R2PI and MPI, is widely used to investegate the 

spectroscopy of polyatomic molecules^°\ Rotational analysis of the o-o 

band of SiC2 revealed that contrary to previous assumptions, the 

molecule is trianglar in both the ground and excited states^1 

1.2. Supersonic Jet Cooled Semiconductor Clustors 

Figure 1.1 shows schematicly the experimental arrangement used in 

our semiconductor cluster research which combines laser vaporization, 

supersonic molecular beam expansion, and laser ionization with mass 

selective analysis. Each technique will be described in turn. The 

apparatus basically consists of an expansion chamber ("main" chamber), 

collimating chamber ("A" chamber), and chamber "B" where laser 

ionization take places. 

1.2.1. Laser Vaporization 

The output of a frequency doubled Q-switched Nd:IAG laser (40 mJ 

pulses of 6 ns duration at 530 nm) is focused to a 1 mm diameter spot on 

the surface of a semiconductor rod placed at the opening of a supersonic 

nozzle which is held in the "main" chamber, producing very intense 

semiconductor plasma vapor. The rod is slowly rotated at a rate of 0.5 

rpm and translated with a pitch of 15 turns per cm. This ensures a 

uniform vaporization area on the rod surface to produce a stable cluster 

pulse train of constant intensity. 
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1.2.2. Supersonic Nozzle 

The nozzle is pulsed by two electromagnetic solenoid coils. One 

solenoid is activated first to draw the iron armature off a sealing 0- 

ring, letting the high pressure (8 atm) helium gas into the 2 mm 

diameter nozzle exit channel. A second solenoid is then turned on to 

return the armature, shutting off the helium gas. With 8 atm helium 

backing pressure, a 1.5 mm nozzle sealing orifice, and 10“® torr vacuum 

inside the main chamber, the resultant helium gas pulse (FWHM of about 

200 to 400 ;us) travels down the nozzle channel with a velocity of near 

the speed of the sound in helium at room tempareture (roughly 10^ 

cm/sec). The timing of nozzle opening and laser vaporization is 

synchronized such that the laser hits the rod at the moment when the 

peak of the helium pulse is above the rod surface. Therefore, the very 

high temperature semiconductor plasma is entirely entrained within the 

helium pulse. In the 2 mm diameter nozzle exit channel the density of 

the helium gas, 1 to 2 atm, is high enough, producing sufficient three- 

body collisions to recombine the electrons and atomic ions to neutrals, 

cool the resultant atoms back to near room temperature, and then 

condense them to produce clusters prior to expansion. By varying the 

length of the nozzle channel, the cluster size range can be 

adjusted^ ^. 

Figure 1.2 is the schematic of our supersonic nozzle. Its special 

feature is an integrating cup at the end of the 2 mm diameter nozzle 

channel, which functions effectively for two purposes. First, it reduces 

the cluster intensity fluctuations caused by timing jitter of the 

vaporization laser pulses which is found to be of the order of 



microseconds. Since without the integrating cup the peak width of the 

cluster pulse is about 10 to 20 jus» this jitter of the same time scale 

seriously affects the ion signal stability. After adding the cup the 

peak width of the cluster pulse increases about a factor of two or more 

making the time jitter negligible. Secondly, addition of the integrating 

cup caused more clusters to be produced. Therefore, although the 

clusters are spread over a longer time interval, the ion intensity does 

not decrease, implying that the total number of clusters also increases 

by a factor of two or more. 

At the end of the integrating cup, the helium gas seeded with 

semiconductor clusters expands freely into the large high vacuum chamber 

through the 2.5 mm diameter orifice. There are many collisions among the 

gas particles during the expansion which slow down fast particles and 

speed up the slower ones. After the expansion, a stream of helium seeded 

with semiconductor clusters traveling in the same direction with almost 

the same supersonic speed is produced. Such a narrow velocity spread 

corresponds to very low temperature (narrow Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity 

distribution). Thus, the supersonic expansion can cool very efficiently 

the clusters to extremely low temperature. For example, copper dimer 

produced by laser vaporization was cooled to T(translational) s 1 to 4 

K, T(rotational) = 4 K, and T(vibrational) = 20 to 70 

At the wall of the "main" chamber, about 35 cm downstream of the 

nozzle, there i3 a hollow conical skimmer of diameter 3 mm and 30 degree 

angle located on the axis of the expansion. It is used to pick off only 

the central part of the beam. In the "A" chamber which follows the main 

chamber another skimmer of 1.5 cm diameter further collimates the beam 
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before it goes into the ionization chamber "B". 

1.2.3. Vacuum Requirement 

A high vacuum in combination with large cooling by supersonic 

expansion requires high pumping speeds, since the final temperature 

achieved is related to the diameter of the nozzle, D, and the backing 

pressure, P, of helium^Larger P and D result in cooler clusters but 

also place a high demand on the pumping capacity of the system. To 

reduce the pumping requirement, the whole system is operated at a rate 

of 9.1 Hz. The main chamber is pumped by a 20 inch diffusion pump backed 

by an Roots pump which can maintain a vacuum of 10”1* torr when the 

nozzle is on. "A" and "B" are much smaller than the •’main" chamber. They 

are separately pumped by two.6 inch diffusion pumps backed by a 
C O 

mechanical pump to obtain and maintain a vacuum of 10“° to 10“° torr 

when the beam is on or off. The "main" chamber is separated from "A" and 

"B" by a four inch gate valve. 

1.3. Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer 

The ions produced by a nanosecond laser ionization may be 

efficiently analysed by time-of-fligth mass spectroscopy. Such ions are 

created in a reasonably small volume in a very short time, producing 

sharp t = 0 for the time-of-f1ight equation. Indeed, with low 

repetition-rate pulsed lasers, tims-of-flight is the only efficient 

means for obtaining a complete mass spectrum for each pulse. The basic 

concept of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) follows. Ions 
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produced in the ionization region of a TOFMS are accelerated by a 

electric field perpendicular to the plane containing both the molecular 

beam and ionization laser beam, drawn vertically out of the region, and 

drift down a long tube at the end of which is placed an ion counting 

detector. All the ions gain the same kinetic energy when accelerated by 

the same field. Since the velocities are inversely proportional to the 

square root of their masses, the flight time down the flight tube to 

the detector is longer the higher the mas3 of the ion. Therefore, at the 

detector the ions are separated in time according to their masses. 

In our expriment the time of flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) is 

housed in chamber "B". Figure 1.3 is its vertical cross section 

schematic view. The well - collimated supersonic beam passes through the 

ionization region of the TOFMS as indicated in the figure by the black 

arrow. A, B, and C are the repeller plates, draw out, and flight tube 

grids, at a constant 3100 V, 2700 V, and 0 V respectively. The distance 

between A and B is 2.5% cm, between B and C is 1.27 cm. D is the 

deflector plates, F the 1.12 m long flight tube, and I the electron 

multiplier (maximum gain = 10^). 

The two stage acceleration design has the ability to improve the 

TOFMS resolution by reducing the spread of ion flight time caused by the 

initial space spread^-^. A deflecting field (D) is applied to 

deflection plates to remove the initial horizontal translational 

velocity component of the ions in order to permit them to reach the 

detector. Since all the horizontal velocities are the same regardless of 

mass while the velocity removed by a given field depends upon mass, this 

deflection voltage must be adjustable (0 to 500 V) to favor different 
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Figure 1.3. Schematic of the TOFMS 



ions 

The TOFMS is liquid nitrogen cooled to eliminate oil contamination. 

Ion signals are amplified by 100 before being sent to a computer 

controlled transient digitizer. 

1.4. Laser Ionization Spectroscopy 

The experiment arrangement used in the semiconductor cluster study 

is mainly for two basic laser ionization schemes. 

1.4.1. One-photon Or Multiphoton Ionization 

Direct one-photon ionization of all the clusters in the molecular 

beam is usually used to probe the cluster distributions and ionization 

potentials (IP). Different laser photons, such as the F2 - 157 nm (7.98 

eV), ArF - 193 nm (6.4 eV), and KrF - 248 nm (4.8 eV), excimer laser 

lines, the third and fourth harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser, 353 nm (2.35 

eV), and 266 nm (4.7 eV), respectively, are available. For probing the 

cluster distributions the intensity of the laser must be kept low enough 

so that multiphoton processes which often cause fragmentation become 

negligible. The F2 excimer laser line (7.98 eV) which has the highest 

photon energy available is usually used for these studies. Then, an 

estimate of the IPs for different clusters can be obtained from 

observations with different ionization lasers. 

Multiphoton processes are readily observable. A general expression 

for the transition rate of n-photon ionization process is given by: 
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Wn is the transition rate 

oa is the cross section of the n-photon process (cm2nsecn_1) 

I is the laser flux (photons/cm2sec) 

By fitting the power scan data ionization cross sections can be 

estimated. 

1.4.2. Two-Color Resonant Two Photon Ionization (R2PI) 

R2PI with two lasers is depicted in Figure 1.4.(a), where the 

energy of the first photon corresponds to the transition of a molecule 

to an bound excited electronic state, while the second photon ionizes 

it. In our semiconductor cluster study, three basic experiments are 

useful, i) The ionizing laser is scanned through the ionization 

threshold. This yields information on the ionization potentials and 

photoionization processes taking place from the excited state, ii) The 

excitation laser is scanned while the ionizing laser is fixed above the 

ionization threshold. With an appropriate excitation laser, it is 

possible to obtain a series of rovibronic or vibronic spectra which can 

be used to determine the molecular structure, iii) Excited state 

lifetimes can be measured by varying the time delay between excitation 

and ionizing photons. 

The excited molecules usually have energies in excess of the bond 

energies and often fall apart before the second photon is absorbed. R2PI 

is limited in that it requires that the excited electronic state 

lifetime must be at least a few nanoseconds. On the other hand, this 

predissociation process provides another way to study the excited states 

of semiconductor clusters. The exciting laser is moved close to the 
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Figure 1.4. Schematic diagram of (a) R2PI and (b) depletion 

nozzle and then predissociation provides an effective way for removing a 

particular cluster from the recorded ion spectra. Subsequently, a probe 

laser capable of direct one photon ionization of the cluster may be used 

to detect its remaining population in the molecular beam, as shown in 

Figure 1.4.(b). If we scan the frequency of the first laser, the 

resulting spectrum will show a depletion of that particular cluster 

signal which dissociates. This depletion method has been employed in a 

detailed study of the vibronic energy levels of the upper state of the 

5397 A system of Cu^1^. 

1.5. Computer System 

The various operations of all the devices are controlled by an IBM- 

XT microcomputer. CAMAC interfacing provides a standard and flexible 

method for transmitting control and data between the computer and all 

the instrumental modules. Figure 1.5 shows the CAMAC interface system 
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A crate controller, Transiac model 6002, is used as the interface 

between the computer and the CAMAC modules. Two Kinetic System model 

3655A 8-channel timing pulse generators produce up to 16 pulses at 

desirable times. 

These pulses are negative pulses of about 200 ns wide. They are 

then sent to a home-made module called Gate 16 which converts the 

negative pulses to positive 5 V pulses of about 15 ;us wide which are 

subsequently used as the control pulses for all the instruments include 

vaporization and ionization lasers. To be synchronized, both pulse 

generators are operated with the same 1 MHz external clock. 

A LeCroy Model 2256s 8 dit waveform digitizer is used to sample the 

mas3 spectrum signal from the electron multiplier of the TOFMS. It can 

digitize and store up to 1024 successive samples at a A / D conversion 

rate as fast as 20 MHz. This CAMAC module allows direct data read-out by 

the computer or direct data display on an oscilloscope. 

The ADC is a BiRa 5301 unit (8 channel, 12 bits), which monitors 

the various ionization laser powers during laser power dependence 

scanning experiments, or counts the fine and coarse étalon fringes when 

laser frequency is scanned. The DAC is a Kinetic System model 3112 unit 

( 8 channel, 12 bits ). The first four channels drive the four pens of a 

strip chart recorder which displays the spectrum during the R2PI 

spectroscopic study of clusters. 

A digital delay module permits scanning the time delay between the 

two ionization lasers in 10 nanoseconds steps, which is necessary when 

measuring the lifetime of excited electronic states. 
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1.6. Software Considerations 

The software consists of a main program and eight sub-programs, 

written in C language. The main program is devoted to initialing the 

CAMAC modules, selecting functions, TOFMS data aquisition, and file 

accessing. Activation of CAMAC modules, time, power, and frequency 

scanning; mass calibration; data fitting and plotting are all done by 

sub-programs. 

Since all the modules must be synchronized by the computer, the 

fundmental concept underlying the design of the software is to invoke 

various operations by an internal timer. A function called TIC-ON is 

activated at the beginning of the program. It installs a real clock 

interrupt handler. At subsequent even clock tics, a C function named 

TIC will be invoked while another function, TOC, is called at each odd 

clock tics. TIC starts the 16 pulses output cycle and enables the 

LeCroy 2256S transient digitizer (TD). Thus, actual pulses occur every 

two clock tics which is at a rate of 9.1 Hz. The TD starts to sample 

data when it receives the trigger pulse. Upon finishing it stops and 

waits for the next TIC enable. TOC starts the data collecting and 

storing cycle. In the foreground, all plottings are done after TIC and 

TOC finishing their jobs and returning the control to the other 

interrupt handlers. There are several flags for communication between 

the TIC-TOC functions and the foreground functions. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We have sucessfully produced silicon and germanium clusters using 

the methods described in the previous chapter. A number of experiments 

have been done to probe the feasibility of R2PI process in some silicon 

and germanium clusters. The results are discussed below. 

II.1. Cluster Distribution 

F2 excimer laser line (7«98 eV) was used to detect the 

distributions of clusters exsting in the molecular beam. Figure 2.1.(a) 

is the mass spectrum of silicon obtained with very low F£ laser power. 

The instrument is optimized for the observation of clusters of size 8 - 

20. Two-photon process is unlikely at such low laser power. The spectrum 

shows a normal distribution; that is, a monotonie decreasing of cluster 

abundances as the cluster size increases. We believe this is the 

characteristic abundances of silicon clusters in our molecular beam. 

The absence of Sig to Si^ as well as Si^Q means that their 

ionization thresholds are higher than 7.98 eV. When the F2 laser power 

is increased, these clusters begin to grow in. Figure 2.1.(b) is the 

mass spectrum of silicon at high F2 laser power. Clusters up to 43 can 

be seen in this picture. Sig - Si^ signals have asymmetric right-hand 

tails which are indications of fragmentation components from higher 

clusters. Therefore, this picture does not reflect the correct nacent 

beam distribution. However, it indicates a continuous existance of all 
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Si clusters up to size of 43. 

Similar experiments are done for germanium. Only Geg to Ge^Q and 

barely Ge^ and Ge-jg can be seen at the same low F2 laser power, as 

shown in Figure 2.2.(a). Higher Ge clusters should be one-photon ionized 

by F2 laser. Their absence may imply that the ionization cross sections 

for these clusters are very small. Under high F2 laser power, Ge 

cluaters up to 32 are easily observed. Figure 2.2.(b) is the 

corresponding mass spectrum. This picture does not represent the Ge 

cluster distribution in the molecular beam. A huge right-hand tail of 

Ge^Q peak indicats a lot of fragmentation products from higher clusters. 

Ge-jQ signal is extremely strong in both pictures. It may be because 

(1) there would be a kind of resonant or near resonant enhancement, 

for example, autoionization in which Ge-jg is subject to the following 

process s 

Ge10 + hv > Ge*g —> Ge"10 + e~ 

here Ge^g, the autoionizating state, is formed as an intermediate state 

and can be populated by light of the correct resonant wavelength only. 

(2) high clusters fragment mainly into Ge-jg. Although the peaks for 

Geg and Gey also show asymmetric tails, they are very small compared to 

that of Ge 10. 

II.2. Ionization Potential (IP) 

The work function of bulk silicon is 4.8 eV. It is known that the 

ionization potential of the ground state silicon atom is 8.1 eV. Using 

F2 laser it is found that Si2 to Si^ and Si-jg have an ionization 
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Figure 2«1« Mass spectrum of Si clusters 
with F2 laser ionization 
(a) at very low F^ laser fluence 
(b) at high 7^ laser fluence 
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NUMBER OF ATOMS 

Figure 2.2. Mass spectrum of Ge clusters 
with laser ionization 
(a) at very low F^ laser fluence 
(b) at high F^ laser fluence 
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threshold larger than 7.98 eV. Figure 2.3.(a) is tha mass spectrum of 

silicon obtained with 0.05 mJ ArF excimer laser line (6.4 eV) 

ionization. The instrument is optimized for Sig - S^Q* Lower clusters 

Si-| - Siej are barely visible on the scale of the figure. Sig - Si^-j 

signals all have fragmentation components as is evidence by their 

tails. Almost no signals between Si^ - Si22* Finally, a roughly normal 

distribution is seen for higher clusters. 

An advantage of using the ArF laser line over the F2 laser line is 

that the ArF power can be easily monitored. Thus, it is possible to 

measure ion signal intensities as a function of ionization laser power. 

In this way, one-photon or multiphoton processes may be differentiated. 

Figure 2.4 shows the ion intensities of Si^ and Si22 measured as a 

function of the ArF laser power. Si-j^ signal has a quadratic dependence 

on the ArF power which means a two-photon process. This quadratic 

dependence was observed for all small clusters, implying that the 

ionization potentials of Si2 - Si^ are higher than 6.4 eV. Si22 and 

several other larger clusters all have linear dependence; on ArF power. 

Thus, we believe that Si22 and larger clusters have ionization 

thresholds lower than 6.4 eV. 

The absence of clusters between Si-j-j and Si22 could be that these 

clusters are two-photon ionized and then fragment. The energy of two ArF 

photons is about 4 to 5 eV higher than the ionization threshold of these 

clusters. Such a large excess energy is very likely to make the ions 

fall apart into smaller ions and neutrals. 

Sig - Si-j-j appear to be favorite fragmentation channels. At high 

ArF laser power these signals become much stronger than the others. 
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Figure 2.3. Mass spectrum of Si clusters 

with ArF laser ionization 
(a) at 0,05mJ ArF fluence 
(b) at high ArF fluence 
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ArF pulse energy 

Figure 2.4. Power dependence of Si^ and 5^2 
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Figure 2.3*(b) shows such a silicon mass spectrum. L. A. Bloomfield et. 

al/1^ studied the fragmentation patterns for Si2 - Si12* They found 

that Si-j2 would fragment into various smaller ions but Sig and Si-jg are 

the most prominent daughter ions, which may be because of more tightly 

bonded micro-crystal structure for these two clusters. They also found 

that the positive charges remain predominantly on the larger fragments. 

But their ionization patterns of Si clusters are some different from 

ours in that there is a continuous normal distribution of clusters 

between Si-j-j and Si22 in their spectra. At this time we do not quite 

understand this discrepancy. 

Figure 2.5 is the mass spectrum of germanium clusters using ArF 

laser. No clusters larger than Ge.jg are observed with ArF laser 

ionization. All the signals observed in this spectrum have quadratic 

dependence' on the ArF laser power. Therefore, their ionization 

potentials are higher than 6.4 eV. Like Si clusters, the tails on Geg - 

Ge^ peaks indicate that these clusters are favorite daughter 

fragments. 

II.3. Two-color Stepwise Ionization 

We tested the feasibility of resonant two photon ionization (R2PI) 

of silicon and germanium clusters. The experiments are performed with 

two lasers, the second or third harmonic output of a Q-switched Nd:YAG 

laser is used as the first excitation laser and the ArF excimer line is 

the ionization laser. Therefore, only those clusters whose IP is larger 

than 6.4 eV could have R2PI enhancement spectrum. 

In Figure 2.6.(a) the bottom spectrum of germanium clusters is 
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NUMBER OF ATOMS 

Figure 2.5. Mass spectrum of Ge clusters 
with ArF laser ionization 
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produced by 0.01 mJ ArF laser only, and the top one is obtained using 

two lasers, 0.01 mJ ArF laser plus 10 mj third harmonic of a Nd:ïAG 

laser fired simultanously. Geg to Ge^ are all enhanced by a factor of 

about 5 to 10, respectively. No significant signals were observed with 

the 10 mJ 353 nm Nd:YAG laser alone. Power dependence for ArF laser was 

taken with the Nd:YAG on. The result is a linear dependence for all Geg 

to Ge-j-j. This indicates that the enhancement comes from two-color 

ionization process. The time dependence of the two-color enhancement was 

explored by scanning the time delay between the Nd:YAG and the ArF 

lasers. Figure 2.6.(b) is the resultant decay pattern for Ge^g, which is 

a exponential behavior with a decay time of about 100 ns. 

Similar results are obtained using 15 mJ second harmonic of the 

NdsYAG laser as the excitation laser. Geg - Ge^ signals are all 

increased by a factor of 2 - 10. Again, a decay time of about 100 ns is 

obtained. 

An enchancement of Sig - Si^^ is also observed with 30 mJ third 

harmonic or 40 mJ second harmonic of the NdsYAG plus 0.02 mJ ArF laser. 

Figure 2.7 is the results using 30 mJ third harmonic of the NdsYAG 

laser. In both cases, the ArF laser pulse energy is 0.02 mj. 

When using the 3rd-YAG, time scanning data in nanosecond steps and 

in microsecond steps reveal that the enheneement appears to contain 

three different components. One is due to ionization by 353 nm photons 

only, which gives a small signal as depicted in Figure 2.7.(b). It was 

confirmed when we blocked the ArF laser t-M.s signal still existed. The 

second component is a slow decay in microseconds which is attributed to 

neutral fragments of higher clusters two photon ionized by the ArF 
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Figure 2.6.(a) Enhancement of Ge^-Ge^ signals 

with 0.01 mJ ArF + 10 mJ 3rd-Nd:YAG 

Ge 10 

inn *hn nhn Tkn rkn TkrT 

Nanosec delay 

Figure 2.6. (b) Time dependence of excited Ge^ 

signal 
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Figure 2.7.(a) Enhancement of Sig-Si^^ signals 

with 0.02mJ ArF + 30mJ 3rd-Nd:YAG 

Nanosec delaï 
Figure 2.7.(b) Time dependence of excited Si.n 

signal 10 
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laser. Upon fragmentation, those daughter clusters could have certain 

kinetic energies or velocity components perpendicular to the beam axis, 

which cause them move out of the beam. A decay about 30AIS FWHM is the 

time expected for them to leave the beam. The enhancement due to those 

fragments is about a factor of 2 which contributes to a baseline on the 

nanosecond timescale. The third component is a sharp enhancement which 

exponentially decay on the order of 100 ns. We believe that this 

enhancement is due to two-color process. 

Discussion 

The dacay time for both Si and Ge clusters are virtually 

independent of whether the excitation laser is the second or third 

harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser. It indicates that the decay is not the 

unimolecular decay by fragmentation of the excited clusters because the 

more than one eV energy difference between these two laser photons would 

significantly change the decomposition rate. The decay is also not due 

to fragmentation products leaving the beam in 100 ns because several 

hundreds eV of kinetic energy is needed for them to leave in such short 

time. 

Power dependence of Ge^ signal exhibits a linear dependence upon 

the 3rd-YAG laser, but a quadratic dependence upon the 2nd-YAG. This 

means that the excitation is electronic and the excited state lies 

between 2.35 eV and 3.5 eV above the ground state. 

The enhancement could be due to resonant or near resonant of the 

first excitation step. Therefore, the decay time is the lifetime of the 

excited electronic state. An alterative explanation is that, since 
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cluster 6-11 have the same fragmentation pattern as that of one-color 

experiment, the enhancement may come from the ionic fragmentation of 

higher clusters which are ionized by two-color process. The measured 

decay time is then a weighted average of lifetimes of excited electronic 

states of all the parent clusters. In either case, long lived excited 

electronic stats are envoived. 

These experiments have conclusively shown that semiconductor 

clusters behave differently from transition metal clusters. The 

fragmentation of transition metal clusters usually proceeds by losing 

atoms sequentially. However, in the semoconductor case large clusters 

fission into particularly stable subunits (cluster 6-11 for silion and 

germanium). 

As we know for metal clusters, excited electronic states above the 

dissociation threshold are very short lived even for small clusters such 

as trimer and tetromer^®\ Si and Ge clusters, on the other hand, have 

been found to have long lived intermediate electronic states (about 100 

ns lifetime), which establishes the feasibility of resonant two photon 

ionization (R2PI) spectroscopy for these semiconductor clusters. 

In future experiments R2PI spectroscopy of Si and Ge or other 

semiconductor clusters which excitation laser frequency Is scanned will 

be done. With the current pulsed dye laser, the resolution is limited to 

about 0.5 cm"^, which is only good enough for rotational resolution of 

dimers or trimers. For larger clusters, narrow linewidth lasers are 

necessary. A computer controlled tunable CW dye laser has been developed 

for those high resolution spectroscopy. The next chapter describes the 

dye laser system, 
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CHAPTER THREE 

COMPUTERIZED DYE LASER SYSTEM 

The computer controlled tunable high resolution dye laser system 

consists of a cw ring dye laser, diagnostic instrumentation, and a 

minicomputer with appropriate interface and software. The CW ring dye 

laser provides single frequency, widely tunable coherent radiation 

source^The computer, interfaced to the dye laser and various 

diagnostic elements, not only controls the ring laser, but also monitors 

its operation and collects, processes and stores data conveniently. 

This chapter presents details of the dye laser system in Section 

1. Section 2. discusses the computer interface scheme and the diagnostic 

instrumentation. Frequency scanning and calibration methods are 

described in Section 3. 

III.1. Dye Laser System 

A Coherent model CR-699-03 ring dye laser pumped by a Spectra- 

Physics model 171 Ar ion laser is used in this work. This dye laser 

can produces 1.2 W of broadband output or 800 mW single frequency output 

for 6 W of the 514.5 nm line pump at the peak (approximately 580 nm) of 

the Rh6G dye tuning curve. Figure 3«1 is an optical schematic of the 

ring laser. 
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III.1.1. Single Frequency Operation 

Single frequency operation requires the use of three intracavity 

optical elements: a three-plate biréfringent filter, a galvanometer- 

tipped thin étalon, and a piezoelectric-driven thick étalon. 

The biréfringent filter consisting of three crystalline quartz 

plates in the thickness ratio of 1:4:16 selects out an approximately 20 

GHz wide oscillating frequency of the dye laser (Rh6G). The technique of 

frequency selection of the biréfringent filter takes advantage of the 

fact that the CR-699-03 ring laser can oscillate only with the 

polarization determined by intracavity elements oriented at Brewster’s 

angle (dye jet, optical diode, compensation rhomb, and the biréfringent 

plates themselves). A single biréfringent plate can transform the linear 

polarization mode into elliptical polarization which will experience 

larger power loss. If the power loss is sufficient, lasing will cease. 

The thicknesses and the orientations of the component plates are chosen 

so that there is one frequency within the gain curve of the laser medium 

for which the polarization will not be affected. This frequency will 

continues to lase while all others are suppressed due to larger losses. 

Changing the orientation of the filter alters the unaffected frequency 

and thereby tunes the laser output. 

The combination of the thin étalon of 167.4 GHz FSR and the thick 

étalon of 10 GHz FSR enforces single longtudinal mode operation. The 

three optical elements give a overall linewidth of approximately 20 MHz 

while the cavity mode spacing is 200 MHz. 
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Frequency tuning of the dye laser is achieved by properly 

adjustment of the biréfringent filter (BRF), and the two étalons. Either 

cavity mode-hopping scanning by moving only the BRF and the two étalons 

or continuously high resolution scanning by synchronously tracking of 

the cavity length, the BRF and the étalons are possible. For 

continuously single frequency scanning, a galvo-driven Brewster plate is 

placed at one vertex of the ring laser, providing an optical path length 

change in the laser cavity. The frequency tuning of the laser is 

accomplished by computer control which is described here. Comprehensive 

software and hardware techniques have made it feasible to adjust all the 

tuning elements simultaneously and to reset the étalon and cavity length 

in module steps of one FSR. The techniques used in our system for 

automatic frequency calibration of each tuning element, for control of 

long range continuously scanning, and for automatic acquisition and 

storage of data are given in the following sections. 

III.2. Computer Control of the Dye Laser & Diagnostic Instrumentation 

The computer is a DEC LIS-11/23 minicomputer with 256K byte memory. 

The system components, including the processor, memory, and peripherals, 

are interconnected and communicate with each other via the LIS-11 Bus 

and a standard interface card (see Figure 3.2). 
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III.2.1. Interface Hardware 

1. Stepping Motor and Limit Switches 

Under computer control operation, the BRF is rotated by a Superior 

Electric M063-FC09 microstepping motor controlled by the computer via a 

Modulynx Motion Control DRD003 driver card and MID012 microstep 

translation card. The motor is incremented in 2000 steps per revolution, 

with frequency tuning resolution of about 2.48 GHz/step. The use of a 

microstepping motor minimizes the low speed revolution cogging and 

resonance that otherwise make operation below 240 steps per second 

difficult and sometimes unpredictable. Two limit switches are used to 

locate the position of the BRF and to prevent it from going outside of 

the useful tuning range of the dye laser. The computer continuously 

monitors the state of the limit switches. The position of the BRF is 

defined in terms of motor steps from a limit switch. When the BRF is 

within the tuning range of the laser, both limit switches are closed and 

the stepping motor is allowed to step. If the BRF position reaches 

either one of the two ends of the tuning range, the corresponding limit 

switch opens. Depending on what operation is being performed, the motor 

is either returned to its original position, or stopped and a warning 

message is sent to the operator. Three optoelectronic switches are used 

in the limit switch circuit. One is for coarse position sensing, and the 

other two for high resoliution sensing. The computer can reproducibly 

and precisely detect the relative motor position to within one step per 

2000. A DEC DRV 11 general purpose 1/0 interface card is used to control 

the motion of the stepping motor and also read the status of the limit 
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switches. 

2. Etalon Control 

Both étalons are controlled by analog voltages from the computer. 

A DT2766 4 channel D/A Converter has an analog voltage output from -5V 

to +5V. The voltage from channel 0 is sent to the external ouput of a 

Burleigh RC-42 Ramp Generator which amplifies it up to 300 V to drive 

the thick étalon. The output of channel 1 is connected to a General 

Scanning CX660 Driver Amplifier which operates a General Scanning G120D 

Galvanometer Scanner for tilting the thin étalon. Of key importances in 

computer controlled long range scanning are the stability of the étalon 

and the accuracy of setting back the étalons by one FSR. The PZT has a 

slow relaxation effect occuring after a change in the applied voltage. 

This limits the reproducibility of all scans. Another problem arises 

from temperature drifts of the PZT and galvo which result in an 

apparent frequency shift after several hours of running. If the étalons 

are set back exactly one FSR, the laser frequency will have no shift or 

mode hopping and is continuously scanned. The CX660 Driver Amplifier is 

capable of providing a high degree of positioning accuracy as well as 

complete galvanometer protection against excessive current or turn¬ 

on/off transients. The G120D galvo is equipped with a thermal blanket 

to maintain the temperature of the scanner to better than 0.5 degree C, 

reducing the effect of ambient temperature changes to only 6 arc- 

sec/degree C drift. This ensures that the thin étalon is set back 

accurately enough and is thermally stablized. 

For accurate setback of the thick étalon a feed back loop is used 
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to lock it onto the same portion of the cavity mode after its flyback. 

The schematic of the feedback loop is shown in Figure 3.3. A PAR Model 

124 lock-in amplifier is used in the feedback loop. A 1KHZ dither 

signal from a Hewlett Packard model 3311A function generator is sent to 

the lock-in amplifier as a reference signal and also to the Burleigh RC- 

42 ramp generator where it is mixed with the control voltage from the 

computer. The ramp output is then modulated by the dither signal. This 

leads to a periodic loss which modulates the laser output amplitude. The 

lock-in amplifier monitors the laser output signal, from the phase of 

the modulated signal, determines whether the thick étalon is leading or 

lagging the mode, and sends an error signal back to the ramp generator 

to offset the étalon position. In this way, the thick étalon can be 

locked at the top of the operating cavity mode during scan. After its 

flyback, the lock-in amplifier can pull it back to the top of the same 

cavity mode. During the flyback, the computer control voltage has a 

step change and the output of the laser will suffer some perturbation. 

To avoid this, we add a sample and hold switch before the lock-in 

amplifier input controlled by the computer. 

Data from various dignostic instruments are acquired by a 16 

channel DT2766 A/D converter. All signals must be buffered by an 

operational amplifier in order to lower the signal input impedances 

enough so that crosstalk in the A/D converter channels is negligible 

upon switching channels. The input signal to the A/D converter should be 

between 0-5V. The operational amplifiers also raise those input signals 

to around 3V at which level the A/D converter works properly. A 60 Hz 

real time clock, DEC KWV11 - C, is used for timing of most data 
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acquisition and scanning rate. With noise usually at higher frequencies, 

data are acquired at a 8 KHz rate derived from the KWV-11C clock. The 

operator communicates with the computer via a DEC VT-102 graphic 

terminal. 

III.2.2. Diagnostic Instrumentation 

The diagnostic instrumentation used to characterize the laser 

output consists of, as showing in Figure 3.4, a reference detector, two 

spectrum analyzers, and a I9 cell. The detector monitors the laser 

output and the resulting signal is used in the calibration of the 

laser, in the normalization of data, and as the lock-in amplifier input. 

The spectrum of the Ig gas is accurately known in the visible region so 

that the I2 cell is used for frequency calibration. The coarse spectrum 

analyzer is a plane-parallel Fabry-Perot interferometer of 7.3 GHz FSR. 

It is scanned by applying a 1000V ramp derived from a Spectra-Phyics 

model 476 scanning interferometer driver. The fine spectrum analyzer is 

a Spectra-Physics model 421-1 spectrum analyzer. It has a confocal 

cavity with a FSR of 2GHZ and is scanned by a 300V ramp from the same 

476 scanning driver. The output of the two analyzers are displayed on a 

oscilloscope. The scope is triggered by the scanning driver. The coarse 

analyzer is useful for detecting and correcting two-mode operation of 

the laser, while the fine analyzer, having an instrument bandwidth of 10 

MHz, for observing details of single-mode scanning. 



Figure 3.4, Diagnostic instrumentation 
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III.3. Calibration 

The key point to long range reliable scanning is to calibrate all 

the tuning elements: BRF position, voltages applied to the étalons, etc. 

to absolute frequency. The resulting cross-reference tables present the 

tuning characteristics of each element and allow all the elements to be 

traced and synchronized to each other. 

III.3.1. BRF Calibration 

Calibration of the BRF uses the thin étalon as an intracavity 

marker. With both the two étalons and the laser cavity length fixed 

while the BRF is rotated, the output frequency hops in steps of the FSR 

of the thin étalon. When the BRF is centered between two consecutive 

transmission peaks of the thin étalon, the laser operates on two modes 

with reduced overall power. Therefore, the laser output is modulated in 

amplitude. The frequency separation between any two consecutive maxima 

is one FSR of the thin étalon, 167.4 GHz. This information is used to 

calibrate the BRF. A cross-reference table relates the motor positions 

corresponding to those maxima to frequencies. To complete the table, 

absolute frequencies must be assigned to these points. This is done by 

initially finding the frequency of one point in the table using a 

monochromator and, later, assigning the correct absolute frequencies 

using the well known spectrum of 12» 

Several factors affect the accuracy of the BRF table. First, laser 

amplitude fluctuation due to laser unstability will be superimposed on 

the output modulation. The FSR of the thin étalon is not a integral 
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multiple of that of the thick étalon, the laser will not center at the 

peak of the thin étalon mode but at the closest thick étalon 

transmission peak when it hops to the adjacent thin étalon order. In 

fact the distance between the consecutive maxima may not be exactly 

167.4 GHz. The BRF calibration table is then accurate to 1 GHz. 

111.3*2. Calibration of Etalons 

Both thin and thick étalons are calibrated using the absorption 

spectrum of the I2 gas. The FSRs of the étalons themselves provide the 

frequency information for construction of the tables. As the thin 

étalon is scanned alone, laser frequency will hop between the thick 

étalon transmission modes. But as the original thin étalon mode gets too 

far away from the center of BRF tuning range, the next thin étalon mode 

will lase and bring back the frequency. The same frequency region is 

then scanned again. Features of the I2 gas absorption spectrum thus 

appear repetitively during the thin étalon scanning with a frequency 

period of exactly one FSR of the thin étalon. The same result is 

obtained for thick étalon scan with the feature repeat period of the 

thick étalon FSR. Several repeat features can be easily obtained for the 

available étalon voltage region thu3 permitting the frequency response 

to be determined for different voltages. A linear polynomial or a 

quadratic polynomial is fit to the data to determine the slope or 

curvature of the voltage response of the étalon, and to generate a 

cross-reference table from it. The accuracy of the tables are limited by 

the temperature drift and hyteresis of PZT for the thick étalon, and of 

galvo for the thin étalon. The accuracy of the étalon FSR values are 
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also important to the accuracy of the tables. They need to be measured 

exactly following alignment and remain stable under normal operation of 

the system. 

Once the three tables are built, they need to be synchronized and 

corrected further. This is done by adding proper offsets to the tables 

to center them on a cavity mode. Then a known spectrum of l£ gas is 

scanned to calibrate the tables to the correct frequencies. Corrections 

are determined by monitoring the laser output during a single mode scan 

with the scope and, more precisely, with the marker cavity, upon the 

correction, the tables are ready for mode-hopping type scanning. 

III.3«3* Calibration of the Brewster Plate 

For continuous scanning, the cavity length is changed by tilting 

the Brewster plate. As we scan the cavity length with all the other 

three optical elements fixed, the laser output will continuously change 

for one cavity FSR distance and then shift back to retrace the same 

region. The plate has a limited tuning range of about 30 GHz. Like an 

étalon, however, it can be setback after scanning of 30 GHz or less. As 

long as the Brewster plate flies back exactly a multiple number of 

cavity FSR the scan can be expanded without any gap. We can treat the 

plate like a étalon with a FSR of several cavity FSR, and can be 

calibrated in the way similiar to that of the two étalons. After the 

plate is centered with the other three elements according to their cross 

reference tables, long range continuous scanning can be easily 

performed 



III.4. Scanning 

After the calibration procedure, the necessary information for 

scanning is obtained, and the scanning basically involves table look-up 

work. For a particular output frequency, the corresponding BRF stepping 

motor position, the voltages for the thick étalon and thin étalon, and 

the Brewster plate are looked up in four individual cross reference 

tables and then set by the computer. A long range scan actually consists 

of many short scan segments which must be matched without gaps or 

overlaps. Figure 3-5 shows the voltage changes for the two étalons 

during a 500 GHz mode-hopping scanning. The spectrum corresponds to the 

absoption lines of I2 gas from 17221 cm
-1 to 17235 cm-1. 

Perturbation to the laser scanning takes place when the étalons 

are setback. Ideally, the étalon would be set back exactly one FSR. Due 

to cumulative effects of hysteresis and creep discussed before, it is 

possible to run on an incorrect cavity mode. Actually, the flyback 

distance is set to certain frequency beyond one FSR and the laser is 

scanned over that additional frequency range before restarting data 

acquisition. A settling time of 1 second for the thick étalon and 

150ms for the thin étalon is allowed. These permit the devices to 

equilibrate prior to continuation of the scanning. Moreover, the coarse 

and fine spectrum analyzer traces are acquired both just before and 

again after the flyback. Then the thin étalon angle is adjusted by an 

amount if required to match the spectrum analyzer traces before and 

after the flyback. The matching of each scanning segment is then 

accurate to <10 MHz, The overall accuracy of the scan is about ±10 MHz. 

With accurate flyback of étalons, a long range scanning with mode- 
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hopping up to 10000 GHz can be obtained without difficulty. 

III.5* Synchronization with the Cluster Beam Apparatus 

The DEC-11/23 computer system is independent of the IBM - CAMAC 

system. The two computer systems can be synchronized only with software 

hand shaking. Three communication lines can be used between the two 

systems. Line 1 and 2 used by the DEC to send 2 TTL logical signals to 

the IBM, a logical " 1 " in line 1 indicating that the DEC is scanning 

the dye laser, line 2 is always high unless étalon flashback take places 

at those moments it will be turned over to " 0 to suspend the IBM data 

collecting process. The third line is occupied by the IBM to send a 

signal to the DEC. The two computers will always check the status of the 

three lines: only when line 3 is at " 1 ", Will the DEC scan the dye 

laser frequency; and only when both line 1 and 2 are high, Will the IBM 

collect data from the TD data buffer. 

III.6. Pulse Amplifier System for a CW Dye Laser 

For spectroscopy experiments on semiconductor clusters, the CW 

dye laser output power may be not enough to permit the R2PI study for 

some molecules with small absorption cross sections. On the other hand, 

spectroscopy with a pulsed dye laser is limited in resolutions to about 

1 GHz or more. The technique of pulsed amplification can boost the CW 

laser intensity to high enough level and also provide the desired MHz 

range frequency resolution(20). 

An appropriate amplifier system design would contain a chain of 
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three synchronized dye laser amplifiers stages. These dye amplifiers 

will be pumped by the aecond harmonic output of a Quanta-Ray model DCR-2 

NdïïAG laser. The overall output intensity of such an amplifier system 

can be 10mJ pulse from a 100mW from the CW dye laser input. This 

section presents the design considerations of such a pulsed dye laser 

amplifer system. 

III.6.1. Operation of Laser Amplifiers 

A laser amplifier is basically a laser without an optical cavity. 

When the amplifier medium is optically pumped by another laser and a 

population inversion is built up, then a laser signal passed through 

this medium will cause stimulated emission which adds to the input 

signal and amplifies it. To achieve amplification, the amplifier medium 

must have lasing levels matched with the input signal and enough 

population inversion to overcome inherent intrinsic losses. The gain of 

a dye amplifier can be obtained from basic dye laser theory^^: 

InG + Iln(G - 1)/I3 = r0L 

where the gain is defined as G = Iouj./I^n, Ig is the saturation 

intensity, PQ is the small signal gain coefficient, and L is the length 

of the amplifier medium. The general trend of G is shown in Figure 3*6 

where G (db) is plotted as a function of rate wv 
There is a simple relationship between gain saturation and the 

efficiency for a traveling wave dye laser amplifier. Due to the 

homogeneously broadened gain band, the gain coefficient is 
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r *.r0 / ( 1 + I/Ig ) 

The quantum efficiency for conversion of pump photons into laser photon 

is approximately 

n = 1 / (1 + I3 /I ) 

Averaging over the length of the dye cell and neglecting transverse 

intensity variations in the plane wave approximation, an overall quantum 

efficiency is given^2) 

• < i) > = 1 - lnG/lnG0 

This equation indicates higher efficiency for larger gain saturation. 

Figure 3.6. Saturation of the gain of an optical amplifier 

Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is a major loss mechanism and 

source of background noise for an amplifier. In a high gain system, 

particularly under strong pumping conditions, the spontaneous emission 

can be amplified as it propagates along the excited medium, and even 
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without feedback, the emitted radiation exhibites "laser1ike" 

properties, i.e., low divergence and spectral narrowing. This ASE will 

extract energy from the population inversion to limit the maximum gain 

that can be built into an amplifier for an external injected laser 

signal. Thus it is very hard to obtain a gain larger than 10^ from a 

single stage amplifier. In practice, it is necessary to keep the gain of 

a single amplifier stage of active radius R and length L well below a 

value LVR because for a gain of this magnitude, the background ASE 

intensity at the output approaches the saturation intensity of the 

amplifier medium, i.e., it becomes comparable to the maximum useful 

signal outputxo higher gains, several stages of amplification are 

required. Thus, to ensure up to mJ output energy, a three stage 

amplifier chain is needed for an input CW signal of the order of 100 mW. 

III.6.2. Some Design Considerations of an Amplifier Chain 

A. Synchronization 

Appropriate timing between the pumping beam and the input beam is 

important for high amplifier efficiency and reduction of ASE. The pump 

beam to the second and the third stages are optically delayed so that 

the input signal and the pump pulse overlap in time at each stage. 

Moreover, for high resolution spectroscopy experiments for which very 

narrow linewidths are desirable the delays are such that the pump pulse 

arrives slightly later than the input light in order to maximize the 

output pulse length. 
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B. Isolation and Suppresion of ASE 

In a high gain oscillator-amplifier system, suppression of the ASE 

and decoupling between amplifier stages are essential. There are several 

methods which generally serve for both isolation and suppresion. 

Dye cells are usually tilted at angles of 3—10 degrees and anti- 

reflective coated at the input signal wavelength to avoid optical 

feedback. ASE is smaller with more saturation of the amplifier by the 

input signal ^2l*). This suggests that ASE is larger at the first 

amplifier stage where the highest gain exists. The CW dye oscillator and 

the first stage should be decoupled for the stable operation of the 

oscillator. A Faraday rotator is usually choosen because of its good 

suppresion of the backward ASE^2-^. Another way to decouple the 

oscillator and the amplifier is to increase the distance between them. 

At a distance of 2M, the feedback is almost completely eliminated^2®). 

Dye cells used as saturable absorbers are effective to suppress the 

ASE, when the ASE is either leading or lagging the amplified signal. 

These saturable absorbers will shorten the amplified pulses, which is 

very useful to amplifiers of picosecond or shorter pulses for 

compensating the broadening effect imposed by the amplification 

processes, while it is not desirable in an amplifier where long pulse 

and Fourier-transform-limited linewidth are required. 

Direct vision prisms are usually used in amplifier systems for CW 
o 

input. They can disperse the ASE to a spectrum of about 30A/mm in the 

focal plane of a lens behind the prisms^22). The ASE is then effectively 

eliminated by a pinhole of proper diameter, placed at the focal point, 

acting as a spatial filter. 
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Interference filters are also used as the suppresion elements. It 

is easy to get filters of FWHM = 30 Â, but their suppresion is not 

adequate. The ASE can only be reduced to a factor of 10 smaller than the 

power of the amplified pulse^^. Spatial filters are simpler and 

effective. They consist of focal lenses and pinholes centered at the 

focal points. By proper alignment of the amplifier stages and spatial 

filters, the ASE can be reduced to less than 1? of the amplified signal 

energy ^8). 
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